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INTRO MOTORISATION  ‘S’ & ‘R’ SERIES
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1.      Cut the chosen tube to length after deducting the appropriate allowances for bracketing.

 
2.     Attach the correct drive adaptor to suit the chosen tube to the drive shaft of the motor and secure in position 

3.     Attach the motor adaptor plate to the motor head with the screws provided. Ensure that the power cord is not
        being obstructed by the adaptor plate and that the cord will be facing in the correct direction when the motor

4.     Measure along the length of the motor from the crown shoulder where the tube stops ( to the centre of 

5.     Align the slots on the drive adaptor with the ribs in the tube ( tor into the tube until it 
        butts up against the shoulder of the crown. Ensure that the slots on the crown adaptor align up with the ribs

6.     Scr two screws into the drive adaptor through the predrilled holes in the tube.

7.    Insert the idler into the opposite end of the tube.

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS
1.     It is highly recommended that all preliminary programming is done in the factory before the fabric is attached
         to the tube.  

2.        Test leads are available to connect the motor to power.
3.     Only the motors that are to be programmed are to be powered up simultaneously.

4.     All motors have factory set limit switches to allow 6 to 12 rotations. Care must be taken to allow the motor to 
        travel to these rotations (mechanical limit motors only).
5.    It is recommended that after programming a motor it is left at the upper limit setting point. This prevents any
        damage to the blind when the blind is being installed (mechanical limit motors only). 
6.     Electronic limit motors have no factory limits. The motor will continue to rotate until you press STOP or a limit
        has been programmed. 
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2.     Slide the correct crown adaptor over the motor crown, ensuring that you align the tooth on the crown with the 
         groove on the crown adaptor 
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INTRO LIMIT SWITCH SETTING INSTRUCTIONS

SETTING THE LOWER LIMIT SETTINGS

Press the down button on the remote and allow the motor to travel down to
the lower preset limit point. Choose the appropriate con�guration of the blind 
from the list below.
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A. Right Hand Motor with Conventional Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the YELLOW hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired lower limit is reached. 

B. Right Hand Motor with Reverse Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the GREY hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired lower limit is reached. 

C. Left Hand Motor with Conventional Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the GREY hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired lower limit is reached. 

D. Left Hand Motor with Reverse Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the YELLOW hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired lower limit is reached. 

     The lower limit setting is now complete. 

SETTING THE UPPER LIMIT SETTINGS

Press the up button on the remote and allow the motor to travel up to the
upper preset limit point. Choose the appropriate con�guration of the blind 
from the list below.

A. Right Hand Motor with Conventional Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the GREY hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired upper limit is reached. 

B. Right Hand Motor with Reverse Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the YELLOW hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired upper limit is reached. 

C. Left Hand Motor with Conventional Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the YELLOW hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired upper limit is reached. 

D. Left Hand Motor with Reverse Roll
     Insert the limit setting tool into the GREY hex drive and rotate the tool in
     an anti-clockwise direction slowly until the desired upper limit is reached. 

      The upper limit setting is now complete. Power may now be 
      disconnected from the motor without changing any of the remote
      limit settings.

IF LIMITS ARE TAKEN TOO FAR
In the case that the limit was taken too far, the limit setting tool needs to be inserted into the same hex drive that was
used to extend the limit, in order to take the limit backwards. However, it is now turned in an CLOCKWISE direction.

The motor will not jump backwards as it does when the limits are extended. The motor needs to be controlled
backwards via the remote and then forwards again until it reaches the new limit. Once you have gone back more 
than the desired limit, you simply turn the hex drive ANTI-CLOCKWISE again until the desired limit is reached. 
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